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~ O. Introduction. 
Let R be a commutative with 1 (学 0) ， and f(X) a monic polynomial 
over R. Let deg f=n>O. Then it is easily seen that R[X]/(j(X)) is a 
free R-module of rank n. On the other hand in his paper [8] , G. J. Janusz 
pr:oved that every strongly separable R-algebra (i. e. , separable R-algebra which 
is R-finitely generated and projective) generated by a single element is of the 
form R[X]j(f(X)) , where R has no proper idempotents, and f(X) is a monic 
polynonial over R. The purpose of this note is to investigate the above in 
more general situation. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 (手 0) ， and 
R[X] the polynomial ring in one indeterminate. Let f(X) be a non-zero 
element of R[X]. f(X) is said to be a monic polynomial over R , if the 
leading coefficient of f(X) is 1. We consider 1 as a monic polynomial. If 
f(X) is a monic polynimial over R such that f(X)手 1 ， then we call f(X) 
a proper monic polynomial over R. If there are pairwise orthogonal nonｭ
zero idempotents 的 (i=l ， … ， r) of R such that .L: i ei= 1 and such that each 
的 -j(X) is a monic polynomial over eiR (i. e. , the leading coe伍C悶lt of 的 -j(X)
is ei ) , then we call f(X) a quasi-monic (abbre., q-monic) polynomial over R. 
If f(X) is a q-monic polynomial such that f(X)学 1 ， then we call f(X) a 
proper・ q-monic polynomial. Then the 五rst result is the following: Let R 
be a commutative ring with 1 (手 0) ， {l} the set of al proper ideals 1 of 
R[X] such that R[X]jI is finitely generated and projective as an R-module, 
and {f(X)} the set of al proper q-monic polynomials f(X) over R. Then 
f(X) 山 (f(X)) is one-to-one mapping from {f(X)} to {I}. If [R[X]/((f(X)) 
+?R[X]): R/? is constant for every maximal ideal ﾞ  of R , then f(X) is 
monic (and conversely). This ge田ralizes Janusz [8; Th. 2.9]. 
Our second result is the following: Let R be as above, and f(X) a 
proper q-monic polynomial over R. Then R[X]/(f(X)) is a projective 
Frobenius extension (in the sense of Kasch [9]). 
In case R is a 五eld， this is found in N. Jacobson's paper [7]. 
In ~ 3, we prove the uniqueness of factorizations into absolutely inde-
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composable (monic) polynomials of a monic polynomial over a indecomposable 
commutative ring. By making use of the 五rst result, the proof is done. ~ 4 
is an appendix of this paper. The result is analogous to the one of ~ 3. In 
this section only, we treat not necessary commutative algebras. 
Throughout this paper, a1 rings are commutative rings with 1 , except 
appendix ~ 4 , and ring homomorphisms carry the units into units. A11 
modules are unitary. 
~ 1. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 (*0), and f(X) a polynomial 
over R. If the leading coe日cient of f(X) is 1 , we ca11 f(X) a monic 
polynomial over R. We consider 1 as a monic polynomial of degree O. If 
f(X) is a monic polynomial with f(X)手 1 ， then we ca11 f(X) a proper monic 
polynomial. 
If there are pairwise orthogonal non-zero idempotents ei (i = 1, ..., r) of 
R such that 1 = I:包向 and such that each ei f(X) is monic over eiR (i. e. , 
the leading coe伍cient of ei f(X) is e;) , then we say that f(X) is q-monic 
over R , with respect to 1=I:ei. In this case, we can chose ei (i=1 , …, r) 
such that deg eJ(X) > deg e2 ・ f(X)>…> deg er f(X). Then deg ej f(X) 
is equal to deg f(X). f(X) is monic over R if and only if r= 1. If 
deg e,. f(X) = 0 and r二 1 ， then f(X)=1 , and conversely. If f(X) is a qｭ
monic polynomial such that f(X) * 1 , then we ca11 f(X) a proper q-monic 
polynomial. 
Proposition 1. 1. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 (学 0).
(1) Let f(X)=anX"+ …十 ao (an学 0) be a q-monic ρol ynomial over R. 
Then the family of μirwise orthogonal non-zero idempote仰向 of R such 
that 1 ニエ i=l ， γ ，的 and such that deg ej f(X) > …> deg eγ f(X) are uniquely 
determined by f(X) , and ωcんの is contained in the ring Z[ao， …， ι] (which 
denotes the subring of R generated by 1, a向0 ， "', a η 
qザfi仇nt均eg例 Ther，φre f(X) is q-monic over Z[aoγ " ， an]. 
(2) Let f(X) , g(X) , and h(X) be ρolynomials over R such that g (X)ん (X)
= f(X) , and assume that g (X) is q-monic ωith re学ect to 1= L;uj over R. 
Then f(X) is q-monic ザ and only ザ so is h(X). 
(3) Let both g (X) and f(X) be q-monic over・ R. Then R[X]j(f(X)) is 
finitely generated and projective over R. 1f g(X)R[X]=f(X)R[X] then 
g(X)= f(X). 
(4) Let S be 仰 overring of R , and f(X) a q-monic ρolynomial over・
R. 1f f(X) σ (X)ER[X] for some g(X) in S[X ], then g(X)ε R[X]. There圃
j?e f(X)S[X]nR[X]= f(X)R[X]. 
Proof (1) Let 円 (j=I，… ， s) be another family of pairwise orthogonal 
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non-zero idempotents of R such that 1 = .L:V j and such that deg Vj . f(X) > ・ー>
deg v , f(X). Then deg ej f(X) ニ deg f(X) 二 deg Vj .万X) ， and hence we have 
an = りj=ej ・ Therefore (1-ej)f(X) = (1-vj)f(X). Put (1-ej)f(X) = σ (X). 
Then σ (X) is a q-monic polynomial over (l-ej)R with respect to 1-ej = 
.L:,*je., and 1-ej=.L:i*jvj. By induction, we can complete the proof of the 
五rst half of (1). Noting that an = eh the latter half is also proved by induction. 
(2) Concerning "monic", the statement is obvious. Assume that f(X) is qｭ
monic with respect to 1 = .L: ιover R. If eiUj学 0 ， then eiujf=e),(jg. eiuil , 
and eiujf is monic over eiujR. Therefore h is q-monic with respect to 
1 = I: erllj叫仰の. Similarly the converse can be proved. (3) If f(X) and g (X) 
are monic the proof is easily done. Let f(X) and g(X) be q-monic with 
respect to 1 =.L:i j, ， re也 and l=I:j j, ., sU j, respectively. And let deg ejf(X) 
>… >deg 久 f(X) and deg uj'g(X)> …>deg Us ・ σ (X). Evidently R[X]j(f(X)) 
竺 EBi ei. R [X] j (的 f(X)) ， ん+(f) H (ejh + (eJ) ,… , e,.h + (eJ)) , as R-algebras. 
Since each ei. R [X]j(eif(X)) is 五nitely generated and projective over e,R , 
R[X]j(f(X)) is 五nitely generated and projective over R. If ﾞ is a prime 
ideal of R , exact one eL of ei (i = 1 ，・"， r) is not in ? Then the ?rank 
of R[X]j(f(X)) is deg 向。f(X). Because, as eiei, = 0 provided i *-io, A , = (向。A) ，
and (的 .R[X]j(ei f(X)))コ =0 (i*-iιTherefore the decomposition R= .L:iEBeJ< 
is the one induced by the continuous mapping Þ ザトrank of R[X]j(f(X)) , 
from spec (R) to Z (discrete). Therefore rニム and ei = 糾 (i= 1, …, r) (cf. [4], 
[5]). Since e;j.eiR[X]= 向。 .eJ? [X] for al i , we have eJ = e;σfor al i , 
because eJand eig are monic over eiR. Hence f=I:eif=I:e;a=g. (4) It 
will be easily seen that if f(x) is monic then the assersion is true. Assume 
that f(X) is q-monic with respect to 1 = .L:ei' Then each ei f(X) is monic 
over eiR , and eif. eig ε eiR [X ], and so eiσ is in eiR [X] for every i. Hence 
σ= .L: eiσ モ R[X].
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 (学 0) ， and let P be a 五nitely
generated and projective R-module. Then there exist uniquely pairwise orｭ
thogonal non-zero idempotents ei (i = 1, ・・・ ， r) of R such that 1 = .L:的 and 
non-negativ integers nj> ・・・ > nr such that each eiP is of constant ?rank 
ni for al ﾞ in space (eiR) (orequivalently, for al ﾞ E spec (R) such that 
þ :7ろの). (Cf. [4], [5]). If RP is faithful then nr>O , and conversely. These 
facts was already used in the proof of Prof. 1.1. 
Theorem 1. 2. (げ: [8; Th. 2.9] , [3; Lemma 3]). Let R be a cmmnuω­
tive ring with 1 (*-0), and let 1 be an ideal of tlze pol ynomial ring R [X] 
in one indetermenate s町h that R [X]j 1 is a finitely gene7・ated R-module. 
Put S=R[X]jI， ωzd 正lssume that there are pairωise orthogonal non-ze7・0
idempotents ei (i ニ 1 ， "', r) of R such that 1 =乙 的 and non-negative integers 
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n1 > … >nγ such that, for each i , [e;S/þ.eiS: 的R/þ]= ni for all rnaxirnal ideal 
?of eiR. Then there iゐ5 α q-rno仰nzたCρo~かyn即orn仰1αal fl万'(X) 叩it抗ん r何e白5学ρect 初 l=l:::e久d 
i山n 1 s刈μch t抗lんlαωt 1/(ωf刀)ç二rad (ぽ閣R島) (ぽR則[医閃X幻]/(バ/(f)げω刀刀)  αω仰nd deg e，的J弁=n乞パi (i似 =l ，しγ.一….一，バ， r吋.
rad (ぽ閣R町) d，ゐen仰otes the Jacobson radical of R. 1n μ rticular, ザ S is R-projec 司
tive then 1= (f). 
Proof We may assume that R[X] 手 1. First we assume that r= 1. 
We put n1=n. Then n>O. For any Þεmax (R) , we denote by ~p the 
canonical homomorphism from (R/?[X] (竺 R[X]/þ.R[X]) to R[X]/(?R[X] 
十 1) (ご S/þS). Then, as [S/?: R/? =n , there is a proper monic polynomial 
fﾞ(X) in R[X] of degree n which generates Ker 仇 modulo ? Then it is 
evident that (λ)+).l.R[X]=I+þ.R[X]. Put U= {h(X) モ R[X]ldeg h~n-1}. 
Then U十 (fþ)=R[X ]， and so R[X]=U+(fp)+?R[X]=U+1+?R[X] for 
every Þε max(R). Therefore ?R[X]/(U+1))=R[X]/(U+1). Since R[X]/(U 
+1) is 五nitely generated, the last means that R[X]/(U+1)=0 , that is, R[X] 
=U+1. Let Xn=u 十f， where u モ U， fぞ 1. Then Xπ-u= fE 1 , and the' 
canonical epimorphism ~: R[X]/(f)• R[X]/1 is defined. Since this epimorｭ
phism is an isomorphism modulo ﾞ  for every maximal ideal ﾞ  of R , we 
know that Ker ~=I/(f)ç_ þ(R[X]/(f)) for every ﾞ  in max(R). However, as 
R[X]/(f) is a free R-module, we have 1/(f)軅rad (R)(R[X]/(f)). Next we 
proceed to general case. Evidently R [X]/ 1竺 EBi (eiR[X]/eJ) ， σ+1片付Ig 十
eJ, "', erg + eJ) , as R-algebras. Then, for each i , there is a monic polynoｭ
mial h (X) over eiR (i. e. , the leading coe伍cient of h is ei) such that eJ ぅh ，
eJ/(h)ﾇ_rad (e,R) (的R[X]/(h)) ， and deg h = 11;. Put f = L,h. Then fε1， 
ed= h , and 1/(f)軅rad (R) (R[X]/(f)) , because rad (R)ヨ rad(ejR) (i = 1,… , r). 
If S is R開projective then 1/(f) is an R-direct summand of R[X]/(f). On 
the other hand 1/ (f) is small, because 1/(f)三 rad(R) (R[X]/(f)). Hence 1=(f). 
Prom Prop. 1.1 and Th. 1.2, the next theorem follows easily. 
Theorem 1. 3. Let R be μ cornrnutative ring with 1 (求。) ， ωzd 1 the 
set of all proper ideals 1 of R[X] such that R[X]/l is βnitely generated 
and ρrojective as ωzR・rnodule， and let {f(X)} be the set of all prφer qｭ
monic jうolynornials f(X) over・ R. Then the rnapping f(X) ぺ (f(X)) is a 1-1 
rnaAρing jシorn {f(X)} to {1}. 
~ 2. Let σbe a ring homomorphism from R to S , where R , S are 
commutative rings. Then S can be considered as an R-module by σ. S/R 
is called a Frobenius extension, if S is 五nitely generated and projective as 
an R-module, and S::::::Hom (S1" RR) as S-modules (cf. Kasch [9]). If S/R is 
Frobenius, then there are R-hompmorphism h: S 券R and η ， li ε S (i= 1, ・・・， 71)
such that x= L, ih(xri)li = L, iri.h(liX) for al x in S , and conversely (cf. [10; 
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Cor. 1]). h is called a Frobenius homomorphism. In this case, S/R is a 
separable extension if and only if :E ril乞 is a unit of S (cf. [6; Prop. 2.18]). 
These will be used in the proof of the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. 1. Let R be a commutrtive ring with 1 (学 0) ， and f(X) 
a proper・ monic polynomial over R. Put S=R[X]/(f). Then S/R is a free 
Frobenius extension. S/R is sφarable if and only ザ (f)+(1')=R[X] ， where 
l' is the derivative of f. 
Proof Let f(X)=Xn- an_ 1Xπ 1 ー・・・ -ao (aiER). If n=l then S=R. 
Therefore we may assume that n > 2. Then, as is easily seen, S = R・ 1EBRu
+… EBRu匁 1 (direct sum), where u=X + (f(X)). Therefore any x in S is 
uniquely written as x=bo +b1u+ ー・+色z 〆'-I(bポ R). By Hi (i=O， ・・・ ， n-1)
we denote the mapping x内九 These are evidently R-homomorphisms from 
S to R. We put Hn 1 = H. In the sequel we shall show that H is a 
Frobenius homomorphism. Evidently H(x)=bn -1, and xu=bou+b1u2十…+
b十21f1+bn1(α。 +a1 u+ … +an-1 Un-1) = bπ lao +(bo +bπ lal)U+(b1 +bn 向)u2 +
.….い.+(仇b久11， ---3汁+b九匁 1正α仇z
Hη 2μ(何x) +H(同x刈) αn 1, H，瓦η十一tド一J孔2バ(xu) = Hπ 3(凶Z刈) +H(凶Z刈) αιnι 2, Hπ 3(XU) = Hn - 4 (ェ) 十H(x)仇 3，… ， H2(XU) = Hl(X) + H(x) a2 , Hl(XU) = Ho(x) + H(x)a1, Ho(xu) = 
H(x)ao ・ If we substitute xu for x in H(xu)=Hn 2(x)+H(x)an 1> then we 
get H(Xu2)=Hn 2(xu)+H(xu)an I=Hn-3(X)+H(x)仇 2+H(xu)an 1 ・ There-
fore H (xu3) = 瓦ι 3(xu) + H (xu) απ2 + H(xu2) α匁 1 = Hn-4 (x) + H(x) 仇 3+
H(xu) 仇 2 十 H(xu2)an 1 ・ H(xu4) = Hn 4 (xu) + H(xu) aη3 + H(xu2) αη2 十
H(xu3) an-l = Hn 5 (x) + H(x)αn -4 十万(xu)an 3 + H(xu2)an_2 + H(xu3) ι-1 ， 
H(xu" 2) = H1 (ヱ)+ H(x)a2 + H(xu)a3 + H(xu2) α4+ … +H(xu'ι 3)an _ 1> H(xun 1) 
=Ho(x)+H(x)μ1 十 H(xu)a2+ … +H(xuη2)仇 1 ・ Thus we have the following: 
bη1 = H(x) 
bη2 = H(x(u-ι-1)) 
九戸 H(x(u2ーαn-lu - aπ 2)  
b2 = H(x(un 3- an 戸n -4一一一角)) 
b1 = H(x(un 2 仇〆 3一… 一向)) 
bo = H(x(uη1_ι 〆1， --2一… -a1)).
We put v匁 1=1 ， vπ 2=u-an -1 , Vπ3=zd-Gπ1U-dnz ， --v u。 =urlGnIUη2
-… -al' Then x=:E ムui = :E包 ~o ・ η lH(XVi)Ui. Finally we shall prove that 
:E iH(xVi)Ui ニ :E iVi .H(z山). Now, :E i~o ，---， n lvi.H(uix)=H(un lX)+ I: i~O ，--， n 2 
叫 .H(uix) = H(un lX) + 戸 ι O.... ， n 2 (Un-i 1 -~ト1， ndlan kU7Z41k)H(uU)= 
:Ei 0，川 lUn i-1H(uix) - I: icO ， 川 22KI，，nzIGn kunz-IKH(uU).On the 
other hand, (x=) I: i~0 ，-__， n_1H(xVi)Ui =H(x)un 1 + I: i~O ，---，η 2H(xVi)ui =H(x) ゲ， -1
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+L;包叫 ,n-2H(XU"-i 1 -:Eh い，η i la" k ・xun--i 1 りud= 2420, ,rIH(zzf d い
一 L; i円~O ， 口刊'川川n 2~k"--1レ叩 i. 1ρα n kH(何xu匁 ￠ハ1ト-寸k竹)ui〆λi To be e回as討il句y seen, 五rst terms 
of two exuations are equal. Therefore it su伍ces to prove that L; i τ O ，"'， n -2 
2kI,,n41Gn kU'zel k H(uez)=24o，，nzZKI， A 包 lGn k H(zzfzeIK)d. 
But this is done by comparing the coe伍cients of a" j (j = 1, .一 ， n-1). To 
do this, we f? any j such that 1 '"三 j~n- l. Then, if i=O, 1,… ,n-j-1 
then k can take j. Hence the coe伍cient of a" _j of the f?st equation is 
un-lj H(x) + un-2-j H(ω)+u冗 3 jH(u乍)+… + Un-(n-j一山 j H(u" -j 1 X). Simi-
larly the coe伍cient of an j of the second equation is H(xu't-l-j)+H(xu"-2-j)U 
+H(xun 3-j)U2 + ・・・ +H(xu，， -(n j-l)-l j)Un j-l To be easily seen, the both 
coe伍cients of a" j are equal. Hence, by [10; Cor. 1], SjR is a free Frobenius 
extension. We put f'(X)=nXη1一 (n-1)an _ 1 X" 2一… -a1 ・ Then， by direct 
computation, we have f' (u) = L;i O,"',n 1 ViUi. Therefore SjR is separable if 
and only if f'(u) is a unit of S , or equivalently, (f(X))+(f'(X))=R[X]. 
This completes the proof. 
Rernark 1. Since {ui I i=O, "', n-1} is a free basis, we have H(uiVj) =ゐ
(Kronecker's delta), because ui= L; j~O ，...， n 1 H(uiVj)Uj . 
Remark 2. Since f' (u) = L; i~O ，...，，， 1 V〆， the trace homomorphism tr of 
an R-module S is (x• H(J' (u)x)) (xε S) ， that is tr=H-f勺t). Hence tr=O 
if and only if f'(u)=O , or equivalently, f'(X)=O. Since (1 , u, …,U"-I) is a 
basis of RS , f'(u) is invertible in S if and only if (f'(u) , J' (u)u , …,J'(u)un 1) 
is a basis of RS , Beca use, if (f' (u) , …,f'(u)u" 1) is a basis, 1 is written as a 
linear combination of f'(u) , f'(u)u , …,J'(u)u" 1. Since J'(u)ui= L;jH(f'(u) 
d町)uj = L; jvjH(ujf'(u)ui) , (f'(u) ，… ，J' (u) ゲι1) is a basis if and only if 
det (tr(uiuj) (or det (tr(uiVj)) is invertible in R. This fact is found in Janusz 
[8]. Since ui= L;jvjH(ujui) (i=O , …, n -1) , (H(uiuj) is invertible in (R)" 
(the ring of n x n matrices over R) , and H(f'(u)u'uj)=H( L; kH(f'(u)UiVk)UkZ〆)
= L;kH(f'(u)UiVk)H(Ukuj). Thus, in general, det (H(f'(u)u.uj) differs from 
det (H(f'(u)u'Vj)) by an invertible element det (H(u'z〆)) of R. 
Corol1ary. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 (*0) , and f(X) a 
pnφer q-monic polynomial over R. Then R[X]j(f) is a projective Frobenius 
extension. R[X]j(f) is sφarable over R if and only if (f)+(f')=R[X ], 
叩here J' is the derivative of f. 
Proof. There are pairwise orthogonal non-zero idempotents ei of R 
such that 1 = L; 包 1 ，"'， r e.け deg ed> ー・ >deg erf, and each eif is monic over 
e.R. Then R[X]j(f)竺 EBi 1,..., AR[X]j(e,J), g+(f)片 (elg+ (e1 f) , …, e,.g+ 
(e,.j)) , as R-algebras, and each eiR[X]j(e,J) is Frobenius over eiR. As is 
easily seen, the direct sum of a f?ite number of Frobenius extensions is 
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Frobenius, 瀟d hence R [X]/(f) is Frobenius over R = e1R ffi…ffi erR. Eviｭ
dently (e,J)' = e,J' (i=l , …, r) , and (f)+(f')=ffii~I ，...， r((e，J) 十 (e，J')). And 
S/R is separable if and only if each ci.R[X]/(e,J) is separable over eiR. 
Hence we obtain the last assertion. 
Let f(X) be a proper q-monic polynomial over R. If R[X]/(f) is a 
separable R-algebra, we call f a sφarable polynomial over R (Janusz [8]). 
~ 3. Splitting ring of a monic polynomial. 
In this section we consider the factorization of a monic polynomial. 
Proposition 3.1. Let f(X) be a monic polynomial over R such that 
f(X)*l. Theh there is a Frobenius extension A/R which contains al ， …， αn 
such that f(X)=(X-α1)…(X-ι) and A=R[αb … ， a，，];;;;2 R. 1f R i・'s indeｭ
comjうosable then A/ R can be chosen to be indecomposable. 
Proof. By Th. 2.1, there is a root lXl of f(X) such that R [α1]/R is 
a Frobenius extension. Then, in R [αd[X]' f(X)=(X-al)fi.(X) for some 
fi.(X)ε R[αj][ X] . If fi. (X)手 1 ， then there is a rootα2 of fi. (X) such that 
R[a)， α2]/R[αd is a Frobenius extension. Continuing this process, we can 
find α1 ， ...， ι such that f(X)=(X-al) ・・・(X-ι) and such that each R [αh ・ ・，
αi +1]/R[α1 ， .'.，偽] is a Frobenius extension. Then, by the transitivity of 
“Frobenius extension", R [α1> "', a ,,]/R is a Frobenius extension (cf. [11], [10]). 
羽Te put A=R[α1 ， ...， α，，]. To prove the latter haH, we take a primitive 
idempotent e in A. Then R三三 Re (?;Ae) (because RA is 五nitely generated, 
projective, and faithful, and R is indecomposable (cf. [4])), and e f(X) = 
(eX-eaj)…(eX-eα，，) in e. A [X]. Thus it su伍ces to prove that Ae/Re is 
a F robenius extension. By [10; Cor. 1] , there are h: RA• RR , and r j, liεA 
such that x= L.ih(xri)li= L.iri.h(liX) for al x in A. Then, for any x in 
Ae, x = L.ih(xrie)e.lie = L.. irie.h(lie.x)e , and (x • h(x) e) (x ε Ae) is an Reｭ
homomorphism from Ae to Re (=:.R). Therefore Ae/Re is a Frobenius exｭ
tension with (eh， ηe， lie) , by [10; Cor. 1]. 
Proposion 3.2. Let Oi(X) (i=l ,…, n) (n~2) be prlφer q-monic polyｭ
nomials in R[X]. Put f(X)= ILoi(X) , Then f(X) is sゆarable if and 
only if each Oi(X) is S，φarable， and (め (X))+(Oj(X))=R[X] provided i手J.
Proof. We may assume that n = 2. Assume that f(X) is separable. 
Then (f)+(f')=R[X ], a吋f=gbz+g必. Then (Oj) 十 (oDヨ (f)+(f')=R[X]，
and so (Oj)+(o{)=R[X]. Similarly we have (Oj)+(σ2) = R [X] . Conversely if 
(豹)+(出)=R[X] (i=l , 2) and (Oj)+(02)=R[X ], then (f') + (01)ヨ (σ;02)+(Oj)= 
R[X ], and so (f')+(Oj)=R[X]. Similarly we have (f')十 (02)=R[X]. Hence 
(f')+(f)=R[X]. 
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Proposition 3.3. Let R ?S be an integral ring extension, and f(X) 
a proper q-monic polyno仰al in R[X]. 1f f(X) is sφarable in S[X] , then 
f(X) is sφarable in R[X]. 
Rroof By Prof. 1.1 (4), S[X]/ f(X)S[X] can be considered as an 
integral ring extension over R[X]/f(X)R[X ], canonically. And the separaｭ
bility of f(X) in S[X] implies that f'(u) is a unit in S[X]ゲ(X)S[X] ， where 
u=X+f(X)R[X]. Then f'(u) is a unit in R[X]If(X)R[X ], because 
S[X]/f(X)S[X] is integral over R[X]If(X)R[X]. Hence f(X) is separable 
in R[X ], by Cor. to Th. 2.1. 
Let f(X) be a proper monic polynomial in R [X] , and assume that R 
has no proper idempotents. Let R [X]/(f) = 11/(f) (J) …(J) 1r/ (f) be a direct 
sum of proper ideals, where each 1i is an ideal of R[X] which contains (f). 
Put L:伴j1i = Fj (j = 1,… , r). Then R[X]/(f)=li/(f)(J) 民/(f)， and 1i= n j制
Fj=TJ j判 Fj ・ By Th. 1. 3, each Fi is generated by a proper monic polynomial 
/;, of R[X ], because R[X]j民竺1i/(f) is 五nitely generated and projective. 
Then 1i=( U j ヲ吋 !.J)， and (f)=(IIj!.J). Hence f=IIj !.J, and (fi)+(!.J)=R[X] 
provided i学j. From this fact, we have the following 
Proposition 3.4. (ぱ [3; Lemma 3]). Let R be an indeco悦IjJosable
ring, and f(X) a proper monic polynomial in R[X]. Then R[X]/(f(X)) is 
indecomposable if and only if f(X) has no factorization f=gh of proper 
monic polynomials such that (σ)+(h)=R[X]. 1n this case, we call f(X) an 
indecomposable polynomial over R. 
Let f(X) and g (X) be proper monic polynomials in R [X]. If (f) + (σ) 
=R[X ], we say that f and g are comaximal in R[X]. Then we have the 
following 
Proposition 3. 5. Let R be an indecomposable ring, and let f(X) be 
a proper monic ρolynomial over R. Then f(X) is uniquely r，φresented as 
a product ofμirwise comaximal indecomposable polynomials over R. 
Proof The uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of direct sum deｭ
composition into indecomposable ideals. 
Now we take a family of ring monomorphisms. Let ~ be a class of 
ring monomorphismsσ :B→A such that both A and B are non-zero indeｭ
composable rings. Further assume that (,! satis五es the following conditions: 
(1) Let σ :B→A be 担任If σ'. B'• A' is isomorphic toσ， then σ' 
is in (,!, w here “ isomorphic" implies that there are ring isomorphisms a , ﾟ 
such that the following diagram is comm凶ve:BiA
P ↓↓ α 
B'• A' 
σ' 
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(2) If (;!:ョ AjB ， BjC then AjCε 倍.
(3) If (;!:ョ AjB then idA , idBE~. 
(4) For any AjB , TjB in ~， there are LjBε@ and ring monomor・
phisms P: Aj B• LjB and -r: TjB• LjB such that LjP(A) , Lj-r (T) ε~. L 
/"-
A T 
"-/ B 
In the sequel, R denotes an indecomposable commutative ring such that 
idRε ~. 
Let f(X) be a proper monic polynomial in R [X]. f(X) is said to be 
~-absolutely indecomposable if S[X]j(f(X)) is an indecomposable ring for 
every SjR in @. 
Proposition 3.6. Let R be an indecomposable ring such that idRε ~ ， 
and f(X) a proper monic polynomial over R. Then there is an ring ex・
ension Tj R in (;!: in which f(X) is a product of μ仇vise c仰zaxmal ~­
absolutely indeco悦'Posablepolynomials. We call TjR an @-splitting ring of 
点X).
Proof This follows from the following fact: Let Tj R be in ~， and 
let (R[X]j(f)) Q9 R T=I1EÐ …EÐ Ir be a direct sum of indecomposable ideals 
学O. Then r~degf(X). 
Theorem 3.7. Let R be an indecomposable バng such that id RE ~ , 
and f(X) a monic ρolynomial over R. Let both TjR and UjR be ~-乎litting
rings of f(X). Let f(X)= TT. ocl.....rh(X)ωld f(X) = n j~1.....8gj(X) be products 
of pairwise comaximal @-absolutely indecomposable polynomials in TjR and 
UjR , re.ゆectively. Let To and Uo be extension rings of R which are genｭ
erated by all cot;fficients of h and all co t々ficients of g j, respectively. Then 
r=s , and there is an R-algebra is仰0ゆhism cp jト'om Toj R to Uoj R such that 
J.~i) = gi(i = 1，…刈 for some permutation e of {1,… , r} . 
Proof By condition (4), there are LjRε~ and ring monomorphisms 
σ: TjR• LjR and -r: UjR• Lj R such that Ljσ(T)， Lj-r( U)ε~. Then f: 
(i=1 , …, r) and gj (j = 1,… , s) are indecomposable in L[X ], so that r=s and 
J.êi)=g~ (i=1 ， ・"，r) for some permutation εof {1,…, r} , by Prop. 3.5. Then 
五êi) =, giε(σ(九) n -r(日))[X] (i=1 , …, r). Hence σ (To)= -r (Uo) in L. 
Here we present several examples of ~. Let A , B be non-zero indeｭ
composable commutative rings, and let σ :B→A be a ring monomorphism. 
Example 1. A is finitely generated and projective (and faithful) as a 
B-module. 
Proof It su伍ces to prove (4). Let AjB, TjB be in ~， and let e be 
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a primitive idempotent of A ( 111'. Then AA ( }/T and l'A ( HT are finitely 
generated and projective. Then (A ( }/1' )e is 五nitely generated, projective 
and faithful as an A-module, because A is indecomposable. Therefore A::::Ae, 
canonically. Similarly (A&:JHT)e is finitely generated, projective, and faithful 
as a 1'-module, and l'竺 1'e canonically. 
Exarnρle 2. A/B is a Frobenius extension. 
Proof Since “ Frobenius extension" is transitive, it su伍ces to prove (4). 
Let A/B and T/B be in ~， and take a primitive idempotent e of A&:JHT. 
Then A ( H1'/A and A ( /11'/1' are Frobenius extension (cf. [10; Th. 3]). 
Then, by the same way with the proof of Prop. 3.1 , we can see that both 
(A&:JI1')e/Ae and (A ( [l T)e/1'e are in ~. 
Exarnple 3. A/B is a strongly separable extension (in the sence of [8]). 
This is well known (cf. [8]). 
~ 4. Appendix 
In this section, we prove an analogous result for any (not necessary 
commutative) R-algebra. Let R be an indecomposable ring such that idRE ~， 
and A an R-algebra such that RA is 五nitely generated, projective, and faithful. 
Then we call A an (R , ~)-algebra. If A has no proper central idempotents, 
then A is said to be indecornposable. If A ( RS is indecomposable for al 
S/R in ~， A is said to be cr-absolutely indecomposable. The next proposition 
is analogous to Prop. 3.6. 
Proposition 4.1. Let A be an (R , cr)-algebra. Then there is an S/R 
in ~ such that an (S, ~)-algebra A ( "S isα direct surn 0/ ~-absolutely 
indecornlりosable S-algebra. 
We call S/R an cr-splitting ring of A. Let Si.(ﾀ.EA) be the set of al 
intermediate subrings of S/R such that Ali&:JSi. contains al primitive central 
idempotents of A &:J RS , Then, since AR is 五nitely generated and projective, 
凡(A &:J RS;.)=A③，，(凡Si.) in A &:J RS , Therefore there is the unique minimal 
member So in {S21 À ε A} . Let T/ R be another 色splitting ring of A/ R. 
Similarly we take an intermediate ring 1'o/R of T/R. 
Theorem 4.2. So/ R is isornoゅんic to To/R as R-algebras. 
Proof. By condition (4) there are L/R in ct and ring monomorphisms 
σ: S/R• L/R and r: T/R• L/R such that L/σ (S) ， L/τ( 1')εcr. By identiｭ
五cation we may consider S/R, T/R as R・subalgebras of L / R. Let 1 = 
.L: i--l ,..., ' 的 and 1 = L;j 1 , <<, sUj be sums of pairwise orthogonal primitive central 
idempotents in A③ιS and A &:JRT , respectively. Then, since (A③RS)eち IS
an ~-absolutely indecomposable S-algebra, (A③RS)eる③sL is indecomposable. 
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Similarly (A ( uT)U/ShL is indecomposable. Since A@RL=EB ι ((A@RS)eι 
( sL)=EB j ((A⑧Jマ)Uj③ rL) ， we have 1'=5 and {(A ( HS)ei ( sL li=l,… ,1'} 
= {(A ( RT)Uj ( rL Ij=l,… ,1'} in A ( RL. Therefore we may assume that 
e[ = h for all i =1,… ,1'. Then Ct= h ε (A⑧ RSO)η(A③RTo)=A⑧R (Son T o), and 
hence SO = To. This completes the proof. 
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